
SMALL GROUP TOOLS 

This tool can use small groups. To access all ten-minute prep 
small group tools and accessories, please insert SG001 into 
the Main Search Bar or use for the following link - Small Group 
Ten Minute-Prep-Steps:

https://learningconnect.org/tool/smgr1-sg001-small-group-
tool-ten-minute-prep-steps/
(You must be currently subscribed and logged into the 
Learning Connect website to access this link.)

TEACHER REFERENCE:

https://learningconnect.org/tool/smgr1-sg001-small-group-tool-ten-minute-prep-steps/


Teacher Note:  This PowerPoint begins with an optional Self-
Starter to use at the beginning of class, while conducting 
classroom housekeeping  tasks, such as taking roll.

IF SELF-STARTER IS USED, please proceed to the Introductory 
slide.  Then, on step one, students may proceed to share and 
compare their results, in small groups, if applicable.  If not, 
proceed directly to the next slide in the presentation.

IF SELF-STARTER IS NOT USED, please proceed to the title 
slide and begin the lesson.

TEACHER REFERENCE: 
SELF – STARTER NOTE



As directed, before lecture or reading, individually, with a 
partner or small group…

1. Ask – What comes to mind when you: 
A.  hear the words______?   
B.  see the image of ______?

Generate a list on your paper to this 
question.

STUDENT SELF-STARTER



Prior Knowledge Concept Map
Lesson Guide



A Prior Knowledge Concept Map is a graphic 
organizer that allows participants to retrieve 
and organize their current knowledge before 

the lesson begins.

INTRODUCTION



Plus, this new map allows new knowledge 
to be connected simply and conveniently.  It 
mirrors how your brain actually captures 
and processes thought.



As directed, before lecture or reading, individually, with a 
partner or small group…

1. Ask – What comes to mind when you: 
A.  hear the words______?   
B.  see the image of ______?

Generate a list on your paper to this 
question.

STEP ONE



As directed, individually, with a partner or small group…

2. Start MAP - Turn your paper horizontal 
and insert a one to two inch circle in the 
center of the paper.  Insert the lesson 
topic or image in the circle.  
(Use the map squares provided in the lesson tool, if 
creating a map on a large tri-fold.)

STEP TWO



__________
(LESSON 
TOPIC)



SUCCESSFUL

EMPLOYEES



As directed, individually, with a partner or small group…

3. Generate some related sub-topics, key 
points or categories in the outside area 
surrounding the circle.  Make a square 
around each one. Then, draw a line from 
your map’s center circle to each sub-
topic square.

STEP THREE



(TOPIC)

(SUB-TOPIC)

(SUB-TOPIC)



SUCCESSFUL
EMPLOYEES

INITIATIVE

HARD WORK



Successful

Employees

Initiative

Hard Work

Discipline

Honest



As directed, individually, with a partner or small group…

4. For each sub-topic, think of any related 
details or facts. Create a smaller square 
in the area surrounding your sub-topic 
and insert your related detail or fact. 
Then, draw a line from your map’s sub-
topics to the related details and facts.

STEP FOUR



As directed, individually, with a partner or small group…

5. Put linking words or phrases on each line 

that leads to each sub-topic, detail or fact 

to create full thoughts per link.
(Use the linking strips provided in the lesson tool, if 

creating a map on a large tri-fold board.)

STEP FIVE



(Possible Linking Words/Phrases – has, have, 
is, are, shows, values, may lead to, results 
from, may drive, determines, works with, 
requires, contains, involves, provides, 
consists of, begins with, requires, increases, 
measures, proceeds, follows, is similar to, 
comes from, generates, etc.)



Honest

Successful

Employees

Initiative

Hard Work

Discipline

valueare

have

show
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